


Welcome to the X Raise Handbook.
Thank you so much for your love and support.

A great reason to begin to do this type of structure for yourself is to gain acute 
mastery over certain Elements within your self.

Most beings in the modern world don't have the capacity to do something such as 
this for 5 minutes as there is too much silence and not enough distraction.

So, this will help move one away from the need for constant mind occupation and 
will help free oneself from the mind chatter of the thought, and at the same time 
making the body supple while igniting the nerve endings within our system to fire 

correctly and create the environment for a higher energy (vibration) to inhabit.



The t-ask is the uni-on (yoga or balance) of the Female-Male principles of divinity, 
healing the separation between the two to get to the c-enter (the source)... True 
Yoga is mastery and a synchronis-at-ion over all the EL-e-ment-s, and building 
ones temple to the highest capacity (such as a real Free Ma-son) and a true 

Philosopher (phi-loss-cipher).

We are walking these paths step by step over 2021 to shed light to all shadows. 
And with you putting into action, one will find freedom and liber-at-ions and a vast 

awareness.
You will leave the dualistic world of the left and right and re-establishing the hidden 

feminine spiritual principle and of the divine higher mind presence.

Our energetic system, the Microcosm is moving chi up the spine the positive 
(Pingala) channel and negative (Ida) channel charged points are opposite the 

chakras. These polarities cause the chakras to spin like a vortex. By increasing 
(chi) pranic flow and releasing blocks, the energies flow freely through all the 
Chak-Ra-s and are amplified and balanced simultaneously. Eventually, these 

polarised energy currents link together to open a neutral channel in the centre of 
the body, called the “Sushumna” channel, or we could call it plasma (Ma-g-net-i-c 
body). It is a channel to the divine (the holy guardian angel) and does not come 

from the ego mind. It represents the Zero point or perfect balance within the self on 
every L-eve-L... This is where the Microcosm meets the Macrocosm.

Balance - C-Enter



A little guide for meditation

Now before we start, lets just sit quietly and close our eyes.
Take a deep inhale and exhale—do this for ten breaths... 5 seconds inhale, 5 

seconds exhale.

Now, continue to breathe gentle and observe the flow of life force within your 
system.

Keeping the eyes closed, look straight ahead you will see little specks of lights..
Focus on the field in which specks are happening as you start do apply this you 

will notice that your field of awareness will start to expand.

Keep surrendering thought and any judgement of the thoughts at this time allowing 
them all to be excepted as aspects of consciousness and God.

Just be there to witness these speckles of sparkling energy like stars in the night 
sky.

Then look beyond them, and continue to surrender to any thought...
You must use your focus and be as sharp with it as a laser.

As a thought comes let it go, you keep witnessing and letting go...
The field that you see, just keep witnessing...

Do not do anything with it just stay as the observer.
Now you have reached beyond the specks, be with your breathing and allow it to 

carry you beyond this dimension...
Let go...

And breath deep.

Keep this state for a few minutes and then begin.

Now focus should be on the observer and thoughts shall remain as they were.
Forms floating around 
































